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Complex sustainability challenges may never be fully solved, rather requiring continuous, adaptive, and reflexive responses over time. Engagement of this nature departs from well-structured problems that entail expected solutions; here, focus shifts toward ill-structured or ill-defined issues characterized by wickedness. In the context of complex challenges, inadequate or absent framing has performative implications on action. By overlooking the value of framing, eventual responses may not only fall short; they may even displace, prolong, or exacerbate situations by further entrenching unsustainability. In educational settings, we know little about how curriculum designs support challenge framing, and how students experience and learn framing processes. In this paper we explore a transdisciplinary “Challenge Lab” (C-Lab) curriculum from a perspective of challenge framing. When considering framing in higher education, we turn to the agenda in education for, as and with sustainable development to be problem-solving, solutions-seeking or challenge-driven. We introduce framing as a boundary object for transformative praxis, where sustainability is held to be complex and contextual. This study is qualitative and case-based, designed to illuminate processes of and experiences into sustainability challenge framing in a transdisciplinary learning setting. Methodologically, we draw from student reflective diaries that span the duration of a curriculum design. We structure our results with the support of three consecutive lenses for understanding “curriculum”: intended, enacted, and experienced curriculum. First, we present and describe a C-Lab approach at the level of ambition and design. Here it is positioned as a student-centered space, process, and institutional configuration, working with framing and re-framing complex sustainability challenges in context. Second, we present a particular C-Lab curriculum design that unfolded in 2020. Third, we illustrate the lived experiences and practical realities of participating in C-Lab as students and as teachers. We reflect upon dilemmas that accompany challenge framing in C-Lab and discuss the methodological implications of this study. Finally, we point toward fruitful research avenues that may extend understandings of challenge framing in higher education.
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INTRODUCTION

“The idea of problem-solving, so central to the idea of mode 2-knowledge, is problematic because it implies that—with sufficient imagination, daring and creativity—a solution can be designed. But issues of sustainability open up for a world in which solutions cannot be designed, in the sense that a problem has been entirely satisfactorily met; there are always repercussions, unintended consequences and loose ends” (Barnett, 2004, p. 251).

Complex sustainability challenges may never be fully solved, rather requiring continuous, adaptive, and reflexive engagement over time. Engagement of this nature departs from well-structured problems that entail expected solutions; here, focus shifts toward ill-structured or ill-defined issues characterized by wickedness (Rittel and Webber, 1973). Prominent approaches to grapple with wickedness include transdisciplinary (TD) knowledge production, where actors across sectors, disciplines and perspectives mobilize around a shared challenge or question of concern in context (Lang et al., 2012).

The ways in which sustainability challenges become framed are influential in how they are acted upon. Framing is “the process by which people develop a particular conceptualization of an issue or reorient their thinking about an issue” (Chong and Druckman, 2007, p. 103). It is understood as an unfolding process of meaning-making where the categorization of a complex reality occurs (Benford and Snow, 2000). Myopic attention to challenge framing has performative implications on action. By overlooking the value of framing, eventual responses may not only fall short; they may even displace, prolong, or exacerbate situations by further entrenching unsustainability (Ross and Mitchell, 2018). In systems thinking circles, questions of boundaries and values are central in framing, where one both searches for underlying, root causes and conceives of ethical action (Midgley, 2000; Meadows, 2008; Jackson, 2010). Further, challenge framing appears in processes of learning and transformation. Mezriew (1997) characterizes transformative learning as “changes in frames of reference,” (Bateson, 1972) as “changes in world view” and Meadows (1997) deepest leverage points operate on a level of mental-model, worldview and paradigm.

In this paper we explore a TD “Challenge Lab” (C-Lab) approach from the perspective of challenge framing. C-Lab seeks to create space for, and support students in, leading processes around complex sustainability challenges with societal actors. It strives to integrate education, research, and outreach as a mode of transformative Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). In ESD learning, students are expected to both unravel the complexities of sustainability and develop agency in acting (UNESCO, 2014). Here, conventional notions of the classroom are disrupted, in favor of “real” and situated societal settings where students shift from consumers to producers of knowledge (Moore, 2005; Waters, 2017; Bornemann and Christen, 2020). These spaces bring a diverse and inclusive set of pedagogies that mobilize hand, head, and heart (Sipos et al., 2008), recognizing the limits to transmission approaches to learning.

To date, we know little about how curriculum designs support challenge framing, and how students experience and learn framing processes. This is partly due to prevailing tendencies in sustainability-oriented education. Here, students are invited to solve pre-established issues, but not frame them (Tilbury, 2016; Pohl et al., 2020). Initiatives with grounded procedures to challenge framing are still emerging but are less researched. Currently, they come from design contexts (Beckman and Barry, 2012; Cf. Irwin, 2015) focusing on e.g., framing design interventions across multiple scales on pre-defined topical challenges for fostering social learning (Lopes et al., 2012; Fam et al., 2020). We have a general interest in how framing-oriented curricula work in practice and come into meaning for those involved. In addition, we have a curiosity in how higher education institutions can provide conditions conducive to open-ended curriculum with transformative sustainability ambitions. We dedicate the rest of this paper to explore challenge framing from a perspective of the C-Lab approach and a particular curriculum. In contrast to a procedural step in a problem-solving process (Will and Rydén, 2015), our interest lies with framing sustainability challenges as reflexively entangled within various commitments to action.

In challenge framing in ESD, we introduce framing as a boundary object for praxis, where sustainability is held to be complex and contextual. In challenge lab, we draw upon curriculum theory to position C-Lab as a student-centered space, process, and institutional configuration, working with framing and re-framing complex sustainability challenges in context. First, in 3.1, we present and describe a C-Lab approach at the level of ambition and design, with a specific focus on challenge framing. Second, in the enacted C-lab curriculum, we direct attention toward a particular C-Lab curriculum design that unfolded in 2020. Third, in the experienced C-lab curriculum we then attempt to illustrate the lived experiences and practical realities of participating in C-Lab as students and as teachers/practitioners.

CHALLENGE FRAMING IN ESD

To guide our work, we understand framing as a boundary object for exploring Challenge Lab (C-Lab). In inter- and transdisciplinary settings, boundary objects offer promise in transgressing divisions to knowledge (Star and Griesemer, 1989; Brand and Jax, 2007). They achieve this by creating a shared object as a basis for collaboration and dialogue. Such objects are well-suited to educational arrangements whose focus lies with wider issues, challenges, or messes, as matters for the integration of knowledge and practice (Robinson, 2008; Busch et al., 2019). In our understanding of framing, we draw from educational and learning sciences, systems thinking, sustainability science, ESD, political sciences and TD. We maintain a broad orientation

---

1Complex challenges do not adhere neatly to disciplinary knowledge; they do not invite singular definitions of a problem and rational solutions. Bardwell (1991) highlights this challenge by stating that problem-solving agendas are susceptible to: (1) solving the wrong problem, (2) stating the problem so it cannot be solved, (3) solving a solution, (4) stating problems too generally and (5) trying to get agreement on the solution before there is agreement on the problem.
with framing to allow for an emergent approach to our work. In educational settings at the level of pedagogy, framing can be understood as: (1) conceptual or theoretical point of entry, (2) social phenomenon, mediated through language and relations, (3) continuous matter of praxis that unfolds in context.

In higher education, we turn toward the agenda of education for, as with sustainable development to be problem-solving, solutions-seeking or challenge-driven (Thomas, 2009; Tilbury, 2012). This agenda advocates for both science and education to be forces for good (Chatterton, 2000; Trencher et al., 2014; Moser, 2021). In many settings, problems are defined as simple objects at the beginning of an educational or research process (Eden and Ackermann, 2013; Archibald, 2020). Problems are often given “as-is” or shaped according to a specific understanding of an issue at hand, from the view of the teacher. In linear approaches to problem solving, a stepwise movement from problem to solution takes place at the problem formulation, definition, or structuring stage (Jerneck and Olsson, 2011; Eden and Ackermann, 2013; Will and Rydén, 2015). Implicit in such endeavors through the labeling of “problems” is the assumption that there is a degree of resolution or solvability possible.

In moving away from positivist understandings of frames as neutral, objective, static and ultimate, we recognize that mainstream approaches to education are ill-equipped to collectively engage with transformations in place. In environments that are both problem-based and solution-oriented, framing is of utmost importance (Svihla and Reeve, 2016; Ness, 2020). Frames and framing processes are essential in approaching wicked challenges, referred to as messes (Ackoff, 1973), problematic situations (Checkland and Poulter, 2010), matters of concern (Latour, 2004), or in-between issues (Vilsmaier and Lang, 2015; Ison, 2017). In this paper, we draw from and extend the notion of problem-framing by focusing on complex challenges to be engaged with, rather than problems to be solved. Our understanding of “challenge” aligns more with a view of challenges as situated, whose structure and meaning unfolds through collaborative engagement.

In complex issues linked to unsustainability, linear approaches to framing largely fall short (Boulton et al., 2015). Rather than problems and solutions to be singular and fixed—as has been the case in (often referred to as) hard-sciences and aspects of engineering that deal with problems of a complicated-mechanical nature—it is possible to see issues of complex-social nature (Cf. Andersson et al., 2014) as subject to processes of framing. Given their ill-structured and wicked nature, one must approach real-world problems as subject to continuous change, becoming continuously framed or in need of continuous framing (Rittel and Webber, 1973). In higher education, authentic contexts and challenges of a wicked nature are argued to be conducive to transformative learning processes (Mezirow, 1997) and agency expression (Lotz-Sisitka et al., 2015), providing support for deep reflection on the assumptions behind certain environments, courses and challenges.

A broad conception of framing accommodates a socio-cultural perspective that recognizes the socio-relational elements of open-ended learning processes. We view framing as interactional, where diverse representations and understandings of a challenge are subject to expansion, de-framing, and re-framing. As such, “frames are neither structural determinations of the meaning of situations, nor are they individual schemes of cognition or stabilized routines” (Lorino et al., 2017, p. 35). Challenge framing is not predictive, but rather performative; throughout an unfolding process, framing processes shape the relevance of certain issues, directing attention, influencing value and goal-setting and structuring an understanding of progress, success and failure (Schön, 2008; Ison et al., 2015; Lorino et al., 2017). These dimensions are not limited to student experiences in organizing around a complex issue, but extend toward the interplay between students, teachers and others involved in the learning situation.

**CHALLENGE LAB**

In the following subsections, we present the Challenge Lab (C-Lab) approach to challenge framing from three different dimensions. Firstly, we motivate C-Lab at the level of intention. Here, we highlight central tenets that underpin the C-Lab approach. Secondly, we outline C-Lab as curriculum, structured around these tenets in a higher education setting. Thirdly, we integrate student experiences and facilitator reflections from C-Lab. Our exploration into a C-Lab curriculum is qualitative and case-based (Lund, 2014), designed to illuminate processes and experiences of sustainability challenge framing. We draw from continuous student reflective diaries that span main components of the curriculum studied. Reflective diaries provide a continuous and introspective source of qualitative data (Moon, 2001; van der Horst and Staddon, 2018; Wallin and Adawi, 2018), enabling us to explore student experience. Analytically, we iteratively move between data and theory to depict student experiences in framing and enabling and constraining factors related to its wider situatedness in process and context. This inductive approach to data analysis takes the form of a thematic analysis, organized around the broad question “how do students experience challenge-driven educational curriculum?” (Saldana, 2021). In inductive approaches, the concreteness of empirical instances provides the basis for concept-theory development (Yin, 2011). Open-ended coding enabled the development of broad categories from the raw data. This data was structured to analytically present student experiences, transformative incidents, and ongoing dilemmas. This form of thematic analysis leads to the condensation of meaning from the lived experiences of students and teachers as co-learners in C-lab.

To structure our exploration, we borrow insights from curriculum theory. We draw on a distinction between three ways of understanding “curriculum” (Billett, 2006). *Intended* curriculum refers to what teachers want their students to learn and how, reflected in the learning objectives and the overall design of a curriculum. *Enacted* curriculum refers to how teaching and learning activities designed to help students attain the learning objectives are (actually) enacted with and by students. *Experienced* curriculum refers to students’ learning
C-Lab emerged through strategic efforts of Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg, Sweden to enhance its institutional capacity and relevance for complex sustainability challenges and societal transformations (Holmberg, 2014). It sought to integrate three constitutive elements of the “knowledge triangle”: research, education, and outreach/innovation. Underpinned by a capability to be challenging yet unthreatening in real-world contexts, C-Lab students were positioned uniquely when openly questioning stakeholders around a complex issue and learning about how systems do and should work (Holmberg, 2014; Larsson and Holmberg, 2018). Disciplinary backgrounds are de-emphasized in this environment, done with the recognition that transdisciplinarity transgresses disciplines as deterministic categories, where challenges require diverse forms of knowledge and experience (Lotz-Sisitka et al., 2015; Ross and Mitchell, 2018).

C-Lab seeks to operate on four levels toward: (1) system innovation, with multiple stakeholders on complex sustainability challenges, (2) a whole-of-institution approach to integrate education, research, and innovation/outreach, (3) cross-educational programme and department engagement, and (4) engaging students as leaders for sustainability transitions through education. As a strategic effort oriented around institutional capacities, regional stakeholder relationships and navigating sustainability transformations, C-Lab was provided financial support from Vinnova, the Swedish Innovation Agency to pursue educational ambitions. Although it was not initiated from within the formal education structures at its hosting University, it eventually became an institutionalized educational opportunity. Many participating students study engineering at the master’s level. They often hold a prior motivation to contribute to sustainability transformations. Gender distribution tends to be equal across male and female; roughly half of the students have a Swedish background. Sub-disciplines are mixed, ranging from civil, mechanical and chemical engineering, to engineering design, and industrial engineering & management.

Parallel and prior to the C-Lab curriculum lies a history of TD research and practice for sustainability transitions within educational as well as informal learning settings. We could thus conceive of it less as the C-Lab approach and rather a C-Lab approach.

The Intended C-Lab Curriculum

Educationally, C-Lab assumes that practical engagement with complex sustainability challenges, informed by theory and underpinned by critical reflection, is a fruitful basis for students to learn about transformations in place. The space for learning becomes the authentic context where sustainability challenges originate, alongside actors with knowledge and influence over how systems develop. Challenge Lab intends to focus on complex “in-between” challenges. Here, no single actor has full knowledge or mandate to act, necessitating a transdisciplinary, co-creative approach.

As a leadership approach, C-Lab aims to foster leadership capabilities at three levels: (1) leading oneself, (2) leading together with others, and (3) leading for humanity. It seeks to pursue a student-centered pedagogy to foster high degrees of autonomy, engagement and student ownership of the learning space and associated processes. Here, it is important to not only acknowledge the outside-in dimensions of learning and change as engaging with systems “out there”; but also, the inside-out dimensions of learning and change in building upon what students bring and become by participating in the lab.

Learning objectives of C-Lab emphasize the inner leadership capabilities of students in sustainability transitions. These objectives link to prevalent competence frameworks for sustainability (Barth et al., 2007; Wiek et al., 2011). It prioritizes an approach where students can generate their own “definition” of what leadership for sustainability transition means for them. Based on these considerations, C-Lab assesses students less on “boxed” and pre-defined learning objectives and outcomes. Rather, focus is placed on students’ internal, reasoned and often emergent processes of becoming and quality of their reflection. We believe that a combination of outside-in and inside-out learning and change opens avenues for more transformative learning experiences for students and others involved, as a way to transgress notions of “knowledge to action”. Conversely, it highlights the often-complex interplays between analysis and agency involved in real processes of change (O’Brien, 2013; Lotz-Sisitka et al., 2017; West et al., 2019). Here, we may distinguish between three qualitatively different levels of learning building on the work by Bateson (1972), as (1) “doing things better,” (2) “doing better things,” and (3) “seeing the world anew” (Winter et al., 2015). When interested in processes of transformation, we hold primary interest in learning at second and third levels, where students themselves experience what they do as meaningful.

In working toward such objectives, we seek to frame C-Lab in a safe space of openness, trust and care, a neutral arena, for people across hierarchies and organizations to meet. We broadly structure the C-Lab curriculum on a backcasting approach that forms a basis for its pedagogy. In backcasting, there is an explicit ambition to transgress conventional logics of problem solving, with an approach grounded in purpose, values, and intents. In addition to its practical and procedural forms, we frame a process that supports in (a) thinking beyond what currently is, into what is truly important and desired, (b) thinking broad, involving multiple dimensions and aspects of sustainability and perspectives on systems, (c) thinking behind/below by moving from symptoms and events to its (underlying) causes and reasons, (d) thinking forward by moving across description/analysis and prescription/action, and (e) thinking together in TD collaboration. A series of frameworks, methods and tools are used to help in framing and addressing
complex sustainability challenge in context. Tools include, but are not limited to, sustainability principles, systems, and design thinking, dialogue techniques and purposeful experimentation. We also seek to foster capability on a level above those into craft and quality, guided by awareness and critical reflection upon assumptions around how the world works, as well as the role of human agency in change processes.

The Enacted C-Lab Curriculum
The C-Lab curriculum consists of two master’s level courses (7.5 ECTS) and a master thesis opportunity (30 ECTS). The first course is called “leadership for sustainability transitions” and hosts up to 45 students, followed by a second course “systems interventions for sustainability transitions” hosting up to 20 students (information on student backgrounds presented early in challenge lab). The leadership course consists of a mixed format of: (i) lectures where theories, frameworks, concepts, methods, and tools are introduced; (ii) case work where those are applied in practice, and (iii) reflection and knowledge integration from experience related to theory and practice. The latter course deepens the systemic qualities of leadership from the first course. It has a higher degree of continuous integration of theory, practice, and reflection throughout, made possible due to a smaller student group and the possibility for students to engage closely with a practical case throughout the course. This course supports students to (i) enhance their systems thinking and practice capabilities whilst (ii) giving shape of a future thesis topic, related to a complex and systemic “in-between” sustainability challenge in regional contexts involving multiple stakeholders. This thesis topic may be brought into the master thesis lab where the students collaborate with a researcher-supervisor and identified stakeholders in a mode of TD co-production. Previous research on C-Lab has found that three main mechanisms enabling meaningful learning for students partaking in C-Lab include: (1) “learning space,” (2) “learning methodology,” and (3) “learning within” (internal dimensions of learning processes), where ambitions come alive in practice (Holmén et al., 2021). For reports into student cases, see Larsson and Holmberg (2018).

The pedagogical format includes a learning space, methodology, and facilitation style. The space is enacted in situations where students and stakeholders collaborate in a way that builds openness and trust via listening and dialogue balancing advocacy and inquiry (Isaacs, 1993; Schein, 1993; Sandow and Allen, 2005; Kahane, 2017). The methodology becomes enacted as a structured attempt to provide direction, movement, and guidance for learning processes. It is a key component of the C-Lab approach and builds on a sequenced yet iterative backcasting dialectic across (1) desirability—where to, why? (2) reality—what is, why? (3) transformability—what could be different, where? and (4) feasibility—what can be, how? (see Figure 1). Stakeholders are invited to the learning space with the recognition that they hold knowledge and mandate on various problematic situations that surface in contexts of sustainability. They engage in dialogues held by students, where their perspectives on a complex issue are integrated. This is done through collaboration around an emergent challenge or question from these interactions in combination with other activities at the lab. Teachers/staff at the lab are responsible for maintaining the stakeholder network over the years, including identifying topics and themes of interest around which to invite.

In the first step, students formulate guiding principles for sustainability in combination with individual values clarification. In the second step, they analyze systems—via combining desk research, conceptual modeling, and stakeholder dialogue—in the local/regional context to identify key sustainability challenges (and root causes) from the lens of their principles. The third step moves from systems understanding to systems intervention, where students identify leverage point interventions with potential for sustainability transformation. The fourth step focuses on strategic experimentation and action with a learning-orientation and care for agency. The methodological approach builds on an inviting facilitation style that seeks to create space, remove unnecessary uncertainty, maintain desirable difficulties and meet students as persons “where they are” with key attention toward their inner motivation including autonomy, competence and relatedness (Ryan and Deci, 2000). To achieve this, teachers engage as facilitators to create conditions and space, providing methodological, affective, and content support including structures for experiences exchange and reflection.

Learning outcomes commonly generated through a C-Lab process tend to take three broad directions, toward (1) enhanced knowledge on a complex sustainability challenge in context (outside-in), (2) enhanced sense of agency and purpose in the present (inside-out), (1) and (2) together form a basis to purposefully intervene in systems in context, which, apart from an opportunity in facilitating learning processes and contributing to sustainable systems change (3) generates capabilities for further sustainability transformation leadership work (Cf. Chikamori et al., 2019).

Students engage with sustainability challenges on different levels. These range from entrepreneurial idea development, initiating/facilitating “in-between” stakeholder collaboration, to supporting/challenging ongoing municipal or regional processes. In the case of in-between collaboration, as is most in line with the intended curriculum, two examples include (1) aligning bottom-up and top-down actors in urban agriculture (2) strategizing the introduction of novel bioretention planter concepts for stormwater flow control via collaboration across administrative municipal silos and research groups.

The Experienced C-Lab Curriculum
In this section, we share experiences from activities and interactions among students to illustrate how complex sustainability challenges become framed and re-framed throughout a C-Lab curriculum, unfolding in a dialectic relationship between students, teachers as facilitators and stakeholders as co-learners and co-creators of the process.

The experiences are informed by seven years of educational research and practice in “C-Lab,” where particularities into challenge framing are triggered during the C-Lab course.

See http://challengelab.chalmers.se for a practical overview including links to course plans and syllabus.
systems interventions for sustainability transitions. We have an embedded approach to education and research, where we investigate and learn from educational environments that we develop (Mercer, 2007). This course took place from October to December 2020 in a digital format with reduced student numbers (10) due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We share student experiences with the understanding that a C-Lab curriculum seeks to unfold in a dialogic relationship between students, teachers as facilitators and stakeholders as co-learners and co-creators of the process.

We divide the reporting of experiences related to challenge framing on two primary levels, being about (i) entering and being in a C-Lab space and (ii) procedural-practical in moving through a backcasting process in such space.

Learning “Out There” and “in Here”
A main experience of entering and being in a C-Lab space is that, in a world full of issues where one seldom feels they can contribute, there is a sense of possibility and hope. Sustainability is framed as desirability; change and transformation is framed as ongoing yet in need of influence; students are framed with capabilities and agency to meaningfully contribute to the world via the contexts in which they engage. Rather than forcing inner learning processes upon students by means of curriculum design, conditions are created for students to explore and experiment with their ways of engaging. It is voiced from students that teachers equally open up in the learning situation, where the curriculum unfolds in “real dialogue.” Some students highlight that they have been acknowledged as persons in the learning space, rather than a number in the educational “machine.”

Students tend to enter C-Lab with a “saving the world” attitude. This is taken seriously within the space, balanced by an awareness of possibilities and constraints to meaningfully engage. A saying held within C-Lab is to “think big, start small and act now,” where students are encouraged to start somewhere (small) with larger aspirations in mind. Some students experience for the first time that they have been able to make a real difference by partaking in C-Lab. Engagement with challenges “out there” tends to spark reflection “in here,” where they reflect upon and question who they are, what they do and how they contribute to sustainable change. Students often experience a shift from viewing oneself as an expert that holds knowledge and answers, toward a more listening-inquiry form of leadership.

From Problem Solvers to Challenge Framers
In C-Lab, complex sustainability challenges are not pre-given to the learning situation. Rather, students engage in a process to identify, ground, and frame such challenges. Meaningful learning experiences emerge during this process, as most participating students are educated in a problem-solving engineering tradition. Here, deductive forms of reasoning accelerate the movement toward solutions.

Despite ambitions of the C-Lab curriculum on a level of mantra and methodological design to “stay with the question”—to expand everyday thinking processes, listen, and gather perspectives—there is a tendency for students to begin with preconceived solutions in open-ended attempts to formulate and frame challenges. When elaborating upon principles for sustainability and in deliberating upon various problematic situations related to sustainability in the local/regional context, students routinely express and suggest various solutions—often at a level of technology and behavior change. These tendencies appear despite our collective attempts to ground sustainability challenges as e.g., complex, systemic, political. A retrofitting or backwards tendency, where “problems” become framed to suit certain “solutions,” starkly contrasts with the intentions of a backcasting-based challenge framing process.

Within C-Lab, the above tendencies are surfaced in a reflexive manner, e.g., exemplified in students stating, “we want to stop rushing for solutions, but we don’t know how to!” Some of these issues are resolved by spending time in not only “doing” backcasting, but also in creating shared understanding and ownership on it at the level of intents and reasons. The group...
collectively tries, despite its difficulty, to acknowledge that such experiences appear naturally when trying to transcend everyday thinking and dealing with complexity. This encourages students to proceed with an open mind by essentially “trusting the process” and reflecting upon it as a learning experience.

Comfort levels fluctuate while moving through the various steps of the C-Lab curriculum. Even with agreement on the importance of a backcasting procedure in framing challenges, students often become uncomfortable and overwhelmed. In initial weeks of the course, some (including those who experience principles-based engagement as providing purpose and direction) perceive not only the content as fluffy or abstract, but also a delay to their engagement with “more concrete” stages. When analyzing systems in the second backcasting step, this feeling is exemplified by those who begin to feel that they are beginning to do something “real”.

From Analysis Paralysis to Re-negotiating Roles
C-lab includes activities in a bid to support students to “stay with the question.” During the second backcasting step students work with systems thinking tools and frameworks that are structured to understand and frame complex issues. Practically, they combine static socio-technical systems mapping with dynamic systems thinking modeling (causal loop diagramming), guided by the iceberg model metaphor, to generate systemic representations within which a sustainability challenge is present. In the process of doing so, students integrate knowledge from structured information, stakeholder perspectives and their own backgrounds. They experience substantiating a challenge as embedded within a system, making boundary and value judgements on its elements, relations, and structures. During this stage, as the complexity of the systems grows, students progressively encounter an inability to directly solve the challenge at hand in their immediate learning environment. Whilst such movements are encouraged from the intended curriculum, students express that “it feels as if we’re building a mountain in front of us” when additional layers of complexity are added to the nature of the challenge. These layers may relate to the growing set of interrelated factors that are at play within a system; they may reflect the disciplinary limits ones holds in making knowledge claims about the systems one seeks to understand; they may relate to the communicative boundaries in exchanging across disciplinary boundaries and/or TD manners. During such processes, it becomes apparent that choices regarding the challenge, stakeholders and insights, leverage points, and strategies, are not self-evident; rather they are purposeful choices, informed by various forms of knowledge and experience.

After initial frustration, where expectations of a solution come into contact with a challenge that is no longer solvable in a rational manner, students begin to express relief and re-negotiate what it means to be an engineer and a leader in sustainability transitions. Often, these shifts imply deliberate moves in viewing oneself as an expert to a listener, that gathers multiple perspectives on a complex challenge and sees the value in framing and re-framing challenges as a way for stakeholders to overcome issues on their own, rather than as a student try to come up with expert-solutions to complex challenges.

Approaching Learning, Progress, and Contribution on Complex Issues
The above experiences have implications for how the C-Lab group evaluates progress and judges capacity development in an open-ended learning process. Within the course, we combine both formative and summative assessments as part of an integrated evaluation strategy. Formative assessment takes place through weekly expectation and reflection sessions, organized according to a check-in, check-out structure (Holmberg, 2014). In addition, a storywall approach was adopted to jointly visualize and sense-make in the co-production of knowledge using a learning journey perspective. Summative assessment was facilitated through a comprehensive evaluation assessment at the end of the course, and discussed in dialogue with student representatives.

Findings show that students often experience a difficulty in making sense of their progress during this journey. When experiencing forms of uncertainty, they turn to us teachers for certain reassurances, asking questions such as “Are we moving in the right direction? Is what we have done sufficient? How do we choose where to go from here? Have we missed anything?” In C-Lab, these questions are positioned as natural and healthy when navigating a complex and uncertain world. However, a challenge for teachers is to create a setting where such contexts become conductive for learning. When a mismatch occurs, several students question whether they are moving forwards or backwards in the course and in their own learning journey. For others, they begin to conceive of their learning journey as more cyclical in nature, marked by oscillating processes of confusion and clarity. In overcoming these challenges, we try to both support students in internalizing critical questions, and provide support without closing potentially fruitful explorations. However, institutional constraints “force” both students and teachers in C-Lab to let go and move forward. This is visible in expectations from stakeholders, curriculum and students to make some kind of “progress,” reflected in the importance of a final product that can be neatly packaged, presented, evaluated and shared.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
In this paper, we explored a TD “Challenge Lab” (C-Lab) curriculum from a perspective of challenge framing. Through provisional student experiences, framing can be viewed as embedded within an open-ended learning process, both on a level of practice and space. Experiences related to framing in C-Lab shed light on how students situate themselves and see their role within existing challenges, how they navigate limits to knowledge in complex systems, and how they self-assess their own sense of comfort and progress as they navigate curriculum. These insights

---

3For a process description of Storywall, see the methods and tools for co-producing knowledge from td-net: https://naturalsciences.ch/co-producing-knowledge-explained/methods/td-net_toolbox/storywall.
have served to further highlight the complex interplay between intention, enactment and experience in educational design. As voiced by Hume and Coll (2010), this three-pronged approach provides a nuanced basis for the evaluation of curricula. It does this by situating student and facilitator experiences within a complex learning context, where expectations and practices are dynamic. Three levels of curriculum provide a practical set of language for further investigating how curricula unfold. In further discussing this paper, we reflect upon dilemmas and opportunities that emerge during C-Lab as a teacher. We see these dilemmas as not isolated to C-Lab, and as such might resonate with learning environments where binaries such as student-teacher, classroom-real-world, and science-society are blurred. Additionally, we reflect upon the methodological limitations of this study.

Teacher Reflections and Theoretical Extensions
Firstly, we as teachers navigate C-Lab alongside students while they explore the interplay between their disciplinary pre-dispositions as a rational engineer, and their emotional and personal responses to sustainability challenges. The assumption here is not that such tensions are immediately problematic or resolvable. Rather they are viewed as liminal states (Wallin and Aarsand, 2019), characterized by a deep questioning and reconsideration of categories such as disciplinary identity. Such liminality may be necessary for students as they approach complex challenges that are characterized by multiplicity and agency, rather than rationality. Within C-Lab, we seek to create space through continuous reflection and emotional scaffolding, where the liminal space is not focused solely on the nature of the challenge (content), but also on the nature of relations, conflicting identities, and senses of community.

Secondly, we find ourselves self-assessing our role as teacher-facilitators in closing uncertainty in a C-Lab curriculum. As elements of expansivity and transgression are incorporated into curriculum design, we continuously weigh up expressions of uncertainty that students face. In addition, we grapple with our discomfort as we encounter dilemmas where we as facilitators experience numerous uncertainties. As teachers, C-Lab requires us to continuously adapt our framing to situations in interaction with students. Sometimes we find ourselves focusing on framing issues to leave maximum agency for students to act according to their own will, sometimes we seek to frame issues to enable maximum learning for students meaning that we deliberately influence their work in certain directions. Sometimes we frame issues to maximize progress, often by connecting closely with stakeholders investing time and resources into the space who sit on complex sustainability issues on a daily basis in a position to act. These three angles on framing are not necessarily in conflict, where we have rather found it rewarding to ensure presence in all three, and for students to decide what kind of learning process, contribution, and capability development they are after.

As facilitators, we ask ourselves: What is progress here? What is enough to move forward? How do we know that we are in the right stage? Is discomfort and frustration desirable or undesirable? Do we need to adjust expectations? Dancing between uncertainty and certainty, between complexity and control, requires a continuous engagement with our collective expectations and practices from within the learning space. It involves a continuous reflection upon whether certain experiences are intended or unintended for a curriculum designed for open-endedness and emergence. It also requires those within this space to continuously trust elements of the process, whilst calling into question others. These dilemmas occur at the level of “doing teaching,” and during the creation of learning space/environment.

We also experience situations where students become passive and dependent on teachers to pre-define and take control of the learning situation. This creates tension with the intended student-driven nature of the curriculum. Those issues are best handled via clarifying expectations before students eventually decide to join C-Lab. We further try to assure that those partaking have some prior motivation in contributing to sustainability transformations and a willingness to step into an open-ended learning process. A motivation of “saving the world” may lead to students wanting to take upon a too big task during their engagement, which we seek to channel by living the motto of “thinking big, starting small and acting now.”

Toward Further Research on Intended, Enacted and Experienced Curriculum
In this study we structured our understanding of C-Lab according to intended, enacted, and experienced curriculum (Billett, 2006; Hume and Coll, 2010). We drew from curriculum theory, conceptualizing challenge framing curriculum as (i) intentions from students and teacher, (ii) enacted context and (iii) experienced by both students and teachers based on their own life histories.

Several methodological limitations for this study are worth mentioning. Firstly, this research concerns a particular setting at a technical University in Sweden. C-Lab itself represents an educational setting that occupies a small institutional niche within the University. Students voluntarily choose to participate in C-Lab as elective courses, often in the final year of tertiary education. Methodologically, we focus our insights on a provisional set of experiences of specific situations within a curriculum related to challenge framing. These limitations impact how this study can be generalized to other contexts, regardless of curriculum design.

This study represents a first attempt to relate framing at the level of the curriculum through an exploration of C-Lab. In extending the theoretical and empirical basis for challenge framing, we point toward the need to further investigate: (1) how teaching and learning to frame problems is positioned in higher education for sustainable development contexts, (2) challenge framing processes unfolding in context, where stakeholders surface, construct and negotiate frames (3) how students and stakeholders experience learning to frame challenges, and how/in which was this changes throughout a process. Grasping the intricacies of framing processes, central to learning inside and outside of educational settings, is critical for achieving
the transformative aspirations of higher education (Sawyer, 2005). We anticipate that this future agenda, within which we situate our current paper, will contribute to existing knowledge of how complex in-between challenges are grappled with in educational environments.
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